PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED FOR THE WOLFDEN ZONING PETITION
ZP 779, Pickett Mountain Mine, T6 R6 WELS
03/15/2020 through 05/27/2020
Maine Land Use Planning Commission
Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry

The Maine Land Use Planning Commission is accepting public comment on the zoning petition filed by
Wolfden Mt. Chase, LLC. to allow for development of the Pickett Mountain Mine in T6 R6 WELS. Public
comments will be accepted until 10 days following the close of the public hearing for the petition. The
public hearing has not yet been scheduled. A public notice for the hearing will be issued later this year
in accordance with the Commission’s Rules of Practice, 01-672 CMR 4.
Written comments received on the Wolfden Zoning Petition for the Pickett Mountain Mine will be
posted periodically on the LUPC webpage. Information on changes to the webpage and other
notifications to interested persons will be distributed through the Maine GovDelivery system.
For more information on the review process, filing public comments, and signing-up for notifications,
visit the LUPC webpage at: https://www.maine.gov/dacf/lupc/projects/wolfden/wolfden_rezoning.html.

Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 5:26 PM
billwms17@gmail.com
Re: Oh Oh Some major Glutches in LUPC Response To Wlfden

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Thanks Bill.
I am hoping LUPC will find a way to say "we get that you don't have the info for a mine plan now but
undertsnad you need to prove a,b,c etc.when you do submit.you can go ahead with advanced explorations
provided x,y,z ( and Wolfden would have to submit their advanced exploration plan). Then Wolfden could go
ahead with DEP on the advanced exploration approval and clearly state what must be proven to get an
approved plan.
That would give them a fair shot at developing enough further information to sell or attract new investors.
Do you know of any existing dry stack for zinc vms deposits?
I don't recall that law or regs forbade paste back fill but do recall there were major problems at Bathurst with
failures of the backfill. It was not my understanding though that anyone had suggested banning paste backfill
of vms tailings for lack of proven successful use or proven available technology. I'm not sure that's a sound
exclusion/prohibition if it exists.
I think there is plenty of existing legal authority that could be applied to allow further drilling and advanced
exploration but its' tricky to frame what is justified or allowable in disturbance given what is known now and
the very poor market.
Do they have deadlines with Altius on the initial loan to acquire? ( it was a loan right, not an equity
position????)

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: billwms17@gmail.com <billwms17@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Subject: RE: Oh Oh Some major Glutches in LUPC Response To Wlfden
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Lindsay,
I think your emails cover the issues well, so I won’t be commenting further. I think that the commission has thought this
out well as manifested by their queries and requests. Wolfden will be able to do a PEA within the three months given,
but as you point out, they’ll need to do “advanced exploration” to bring the Inferred Resources, and anything else
discovered, to 2P levels for a PFS/BFS. Incidentally, their market cap today is US$7.5M.
FYI – I wouldn’t say that I am an expert in zinc as much as my strength is project development (includes permitting,
community relations), i.e., mine project planning. I have done exploration for and development of ore deposits as well
as overseen operations. Although I have worked with various commodities, my grounded experience is in copper, zinc,
and gold. I just finished serving a 14‐month hitch as a Director, and briefly the Interim CEO, of a mid‐tier gold company
in Canada whose only mine produced ~600,000opa, so my experience includes time with two‐bit Jrs doing E&D, mid‐tier
producers, and major companies.
Bill Williams
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 7:09 PM
To: Bill Williams <billwms17@gmail.com>
Subject: Oh Oh Some major Glutches in LUPC Response To Wlfden

LUPC has sent a request for more info to Wolfden which includes the following
" A project that is not technically feasible and financially practicable is not a well‐planned or high‐quality deve
lopment and therefore would not satisfy the requirements of 01‐672 C.M.R. ch. 12, § 4(B)(l)(a) or 4(C)(l)(p). a)
To a llow evaluation of the financial practicability and technical feasibility of the proposed project, provide the
following: Letter to Wolfden Mt. Chase, LLC ZP 779, Pickett Mountain Mine Page 6 of7 • a more detailed
financing plan for development of the metallic mineral mine that is a commercially reasonable method for
financing a metallic mineral mining operation from stait‐up through to closure and reclamation; • information
on the role of junior mining companies and major mining companies, and how each typically finance their
roles in staking a claim, exploration, and development of a metallic mineral mine; • confirmation that Wolfden
Mt. Chase LLC is a junior mining company; and • evidence that development of the Pickett Mountain Mine will
be technically feasible and financially practicable with supporting documentation such as a Preliminary
Economic Assessment.
Although I agree with their reasoning that a rezoning requires rooof of tecnhical and financial feasibility I think
they don;t have a clue what a junior is . I thought you might wish to comment further. I was planning to send
a link to an explanation of what the term means and trying to get across that juniors play an essential role in
discovery and delneation to a point of proving a resource.
Also see the full letter. (https://www.maine.gov/dacf/lupc/projects/wolfden/wolfden_rezoning.html), If you should
decide to comment further correspondence regarding the Wolfden Rezoning Petition should be sent to the dedicated e‐
mail account for the project, WolfdenRezoning.LUPC@maine.gov,

There doesn't seem to be room in th e regulatory process for an advanced exploration phase which would be
needed to answer those questions.
L
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:52 PM
Catherine Coumans
Mary Costello,Coordinator, Western Mining Action Network; Grishin Dmitry; Brynnie Goodwill; Eric A.
Tuttle; Crooked Footprint; Peter Diehl
Marinduque Tailings Disaster In Memoriam March
In Memoriam Marinduque for WMTF v3.docx

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Catherine,
Thanks for your final draft on The Marinduque March 24 1996 tailings disaster. I did find my still unfinished
notes and bibliography which you can access here.
I have copied Mary as my plan/promise is to provide a facebook one image version which she will post at the
Western Mining Action Network (WMAN SITE) with a link to the Full In Memoriam at the World Mine Taiilings
Failure In Memoriam. Thus both will be available to the entire North American community and of course we
will do a press release with notice to our colleagues at London Mining Network , Mining Watch Canada, Bruno
Milanez for use at their websites. Would be so powerful, especially given the "cautionary Tales" aspects of the
Mrinduque to have huge simultaneous remembrance worldwide.
I have also copied our wonderful Data Specialist Dmitry Grishin who actually dpes the website work to
rehouse the retired in memoriam and post the new one.
The full story as presently known and researched and in your case actually lived is too important too precisely
instructive to the so called "global tailings reform" and how tailings failures sill occurr to condense and too
complex to tell fully in a few days. So my plan is to post an in memoriam in a similar format ( slides and
marquee) adding a link your summary, your earlier paper and our notes.
I propose to head it as follows and add a closing slide with only the quote of that same environmental
official defending his office's approval of the plan t o use the old Taipan pit for tailings explaining that the
rules called for the permanent adequacy of the tunnel plugs and the applicant had assured compliance. (
noinspection , no independent assessment of the as sealed plugs)
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I will use selected quotes in lieu of or with photos in the in memoriam to bring out aspects of the story that
show how ineffectual the National Law was in its particulars and in its enforcement/oversight in protecting the
people as intended by the Philippine Mining Act. which opened the door for mining as a main part of
economic development.
I plan to use these two quotes among others
The Miner's Promise (edited down )
“I have authorized the following commitments by Placer Dome: The residents of Marinduque who have suffered
personal inconvenience or damage to their property as a result of the Marcopper event will be quickly and fairly
compensated… Placer Dome recognizes its responsibility to rehabilitate all areas impacted by the tailings flow… This
program will include: 1) the rehabilitation of the river system; 2) the remediation of off‐river impacts; 6) the
development and undertaking of a program of river and ocean rehabilitation.” Placer Dome predicted the clean up
would be complete within six months of the spill. A wholly owned subsidiary called Placer Dome Technical Services Ltd.
was set up with offices in Manila and Marinduque to manage the clean up and compensation arrangements.
Note the shades of Renovo in the Placer Dome equivalent which also never delivered on anything. Placer dumped
Marcoper and left the country when they lost their long campaign to allow mine disposal of tailings ( thanks to your
"truth campaign against false witness brought n by miner's "experts".

"on the first anniversary of the spill, the people in Marinduque summarized their feelings about the divestment by
saying: “First Placer dumped its waste, then its shares and now its responsibility
2

and
"
Importantly, opposition to the mine was never supported by elected officials or town elite in Marinduque, with rare
exceptions such as Franco Preclaro. Town residents wanted to keep the electricity the mine generated and sold locally.
Many elected officials either benefited directly, through contracts, or believed the mine necessary for employment on
this small island where employment is still largely based on fishing and farming."

The final slide will be the quote of the environmetal official defending his issuance of a permit for in pit tailings
disposal that the regs required effective permanent plug of the tunnels and applicant assured that .

I see on finding your 2001 paper which is s such an important part of this story that you were doing what I do and am
doing now with government officials and community bringing correction of false statements through facts and
rigorous authoritative science and truly independent experts. I have gtten side tracked trying to do that for Maine's
first mining application under its drastically misinfored NGO created mining statute. The take home here for Maine
officials is what Dave ( Chambers) urged in his presentation to th elegsilature "Trust but verify" If the DEP had hired an
outisd expert to craft the language on the plugs and also required that the miner pay for the state's independent
onspector the Marinduque disaster may not have happened. Tee was never even a feasibility study of the fficacy of the
plan gven the pre existing tunnels Such outisd experise should be required on every aspect where a failure consequence
could be consequential to a point of no possible clean up or remediation.

I think on this one, given Mining Watch Canada's long long engagement to protect against the outcpmes we document
in the in memoriam and your role in particular that the press release on the In Memeoriam should be jointly WMTF and
MWC. As WMAN has funded the in mmeoriam perhaps they should also be on the ress release or at least offer a
comment on why they see these remembrances of older failures as important to the battles their members engage now.

I see your light across the bay and it helps me keep a steady course....

L

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director

World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Catherine Coumans <catherine@miningwatch.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:18 AM
To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Subject: Final version ‐ version 3
Good morning Lindsay,
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I’ve added a map that shows all three affected areas and the two mine pits. I added it right after the opening story of the
1996 Boac River spill and before going back to 1975‐1991 and the Calancan Bay story. Hopefully this will help folks to
position these three stories as only connected at the mine site – but as three separate downstream impacted areas!
I also added another picture of the tailings causeway in Calancan Bay that I took in 2016 to show how it persists!
I didn’t add my own take at the end or references yet. Want to make sure I get you the lists today first.
As far as I am concerned, this basic text is done now.
Best,
Catherine
Catherine Coumans, Ph.D.
Research Coordinator and Asia‐Pacific Program Coordinator
MiningWatch Canada
Suite 508, 250 City Centre Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K1R 6K7
Tel: 613‐569‐3439
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 3:00 PM
Beyer, Stacie R; Loyzim, Melanie
Re: Applying Maine Staute..Ginat Problems With Maine's StatuteMarinduque Tailings Disaster In
Memoriam March

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

BCC'd you on this so you can see the many parallels with what Maine did and what can happen when a bad la
is administered by folk without guidance from mining experts. Also the section in one of the links (
Catherine's paper I think,) on the calamity on use of experts at Marinduque. Experts are experts . There
actually are real experts on almost every facet of mining and mine waste management. There is plenty
of fake science consulting opinion without foundation in best knowledge for sale out there.
You almost just barely with invocation of general powers and precedents responsibly navigate a mine or
advanced explorations permit but only with a expert panel.
I would urge you to establish a requirements contract with a highly respected independent consultant
respected by both miners and ngos to actually do the technical review and comment on everything and
anything submitted by an applicant. Jim Kuipers comes to mind first as someone who has a good
compreensive knowledge of minng from exploration through closure. He is highly regarded by peers and
knows who is who so could identify and sub contract to the right experts. The requirements contract could be
for anything that comes over the trasom requiring a technical review in metallic mining.
My opinion on the Marinduque will be that government itself was co responsible for the disaster by not
seeking or applying expertise in setting or overseeing standards key to failure prevention.
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 4:51 AM
To: Catherine Coumans <Catherine@miningwatch.ca>
Cc: Mary Costello,Coordinator, Western Mining Action Network <wmancoordinator@outlook.com>; Grishin Dmitry
<grishin.d.o@gmail.com>; Brynnie Goodwill <brynniegoodwill@gmail.com>; Eric A. Tuttle <tuttle.eric.a@gmail.com>;
Crooked Footprint <dune@crookedfootprint.com>; Peter Diehl <uranium@t‐online.de>
Subject: Marinduque Tailings Disaster In Memoriam March

Dear Catherine,

1

Thanks for your final draft on The Marinduque March 24 1996 tailings disaster. I did find my still unfinished
notes and bibliography which you can access here.
I have copied Mary as my plan/promise is to provide a facebook one image version which she will post at the
Western Mining Action Network (WMAN SITE) with a link to the Full In Memoriam at the World Mine Taiilings
Failure In Memoriam. Thus both will be available to the entire North American community and of course we
will do a press release with notice to our colleagues at London Mining Network , Mining Watch Canada, Bruno
Milanez for use at their websites. Would be so powerful, especially given the "cautionary Tales" aspects of the
Mrinduque to have huge simultaneous remembrance worldwide.
I have also copied our wonderful Data Specialist Dmitry Grishin who actually dpes the website work to
rehouse the retired in memoriam and post the new one.
The full story as presently known and researched and in your case actually lived is too important too precisely
instructive to the so called "global tailings reform" and how tailings failures sill occurr to condense and too
complex to tell fully in a few days. So my plan is to post an in memoriam in a similar format ( slides and
marquee) adding a link your summary, your earlier paper and our notes.
I propose to head it as follows and add a closing slide with only the quote of that same environmental
official defending his office's approval of the plan t o use the old Taipan pit for tailings explaining that the
rules called for the permanent adequacy of the tunnel plugs and the applicant had assured compliance. (
noinspection , no independent assessment of the as sealed plugs)

I will use selected quotes in lieu of or with photos in the in memoriam to bring out aspects of the story that
show how ineffectual the National Law was in its particulars and in its enforcement/oversight in protecting the
2

people as intended by the Philippine Mining Act. which opened the door for mining as a main part of
economic development.
I plan to use these two quotes among others
The Miner's Promise (edited down )
“I have authorized the following commitments by Placer Dome: The residents of Marinduque who have suffered
personal inconvenience or damage to their property as a result of the Marcopper event will be quickly and fairly
compensated… Placer Dome recognizes its responsibility to rehabilitate all areas impacted by the tailings flow… This
program will include: 1) the rehabilitation of the river system; 2) the remediation of off‐river impacts; 6) the
development and undertaking of a program of river and ocean rehabilitation.” Placer Dome predicted the clean up
would be complete within six months of the spill. A wholly owned subsidiary called Placer Dome Technical Services Ltd.
was set up with offices in Manila and Marinduque to manage the clean up and compensation arrangements.
Note the shades of Renovo in the Placer Dome equivalent which also never delivered on anything. Placer dumped
Marcoper and left the country when they lost their long campaign to allow mine disposal of tailings ( thanks to your
"truth campaign against false witness brought n by miner's "experts".

"on the first anniversary of the spill, the people in Marinduque summarized their feelings about the divestment by
saying: “First Placer dumped its waste, then its shares and now its responsibility
and
"
Importantly, opposition to the mine was never supported by elected officials or town elite in Marinduque, with rare
exceptions such as Franco Preclaro. Town residents wanted to keep the electricity the mine generated and sold locally.
Many elected officials either benefited directly, through contracts, or believed the mine necessary for employment on
this small island where employment is still largely based on fishing and farming."

The final slide will be the quote of the environmetal official defending his issuance of a permit for in pit tailings
disposal that the regs required effective permanent plug of the tunnels and applicant assured that .

I see on finding your 2001 paper which is s such an important part of this story that you were doing what I do and am
doing now with government officials and community bringing correction of false statements through facts and
rigorous authoritative science and truly independent experts. I have gtten side tracked trying to do that for Maine's
first mining application under its drastically misinfored NGO created mining statute. The take home here for Maine
officials is what Dave ( Chambers) urged in his presentation to th elegsilature "Trust but verify" If the DEP had hired an
outisd expert to craft the language on the plugs and also required that the miner pay for the state's independent
onspector the Marinduque disaster may not have happened. Tee was never even a feasibility study of the fficacy of the
plan gven the pre existing tunnels Such outisd experise should be required on every aspect where a failure consequence
could be consequential to a point of no possible clean up or remediation.

I think on this one, given Mining Watch Canada's long long engagement to protect against the outcpmes we document
in the in memoriam and your role in particular that the press release on the In Memeoriam should be jointly WMTF and
3

MWC. As WMAN has funded the in mmeoriam perhaps they should also be on the ress release or at least offer a
comment on why they see these remembrances of older failures as important to the battles their members engage now.

I see your light across the bay and it helps me keep a steady course....

L

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director

World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Catherine Coumans <catherine@miningwatch.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:18 AM
To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Subject: Final version ‐ version 3
Good morning Lindsay,
I’ve added a map that shows all three affected areas and the two mine pits. I added it right after the opening story of the
1996 Boac River spill and before going back to 1975‐1991 and the Calancan Bay story. Hopefully this will help folks to
position these three stories as only connected at the mine site – but as three separate downstream impacted areas!
I also added another picture of the tailings causeway in Calancan Bay that I took in 2016 to show how it persists!
I didn’t add my own take at the end or references yet. Want to make sure I get you the lists today first.
As far as I am concerned, this basic text is done now.
Best,
Catherine
Catherine Coumans, Ph.D.
Research Coordinator and Asia‐Pacific Program Coordinator
MiningWatch Canada
Suite 508, 250 City Centre Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K1R 6K7
Tel: 613‐569‐3439
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:19 PM
Beyer, Stacie R
Fw: Resources For Evaluation of Of An UnderGround Zinc Mine

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

This should be in public comment
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Principal Compiler & Analyst
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
01 207 367 5145
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:56 AM
To: Beyer, Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>
Cc: Eric A. Tuttle <tuttle.eric.a@gmail.com>; robert.g.marvinney@maine.gov <robert.g.marvinney@maine.gov>;
Tartakoff, Daniel <Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Beth Ahearn <beth@protectmaine.org>;
rachel@rbouvierconsulting.com <rachel@rbouvierconsulting.com>; Glenn Grande <glenngrande@gmail.com>
Subject: Resources For Evaluation of Of An UnderGround Zinc Mine

It is extremely difficult to apply a poorly informed law to a specific application especially when the legal
framework still has no meaningful competence in mining and de novo mining explorations. I don't believe
either LUPC or DEP can make a properly informed and fair decision on the Wolfden application without the aid
of an expert panel. That being said , often and still, I hope the following resources might be helpful to you in
at least providing a policy context for consideration of the Wolfden application. Having made serious mistakes
in framing law & policy for metallic mining in Maine, the legislature has acquired a legal obligation to Wolfden
, the only company to emerge to invest in Maine mineral Mining. All that they have invested is in specific
reliance on Maine's legal framework.
Essentially we are at a fish or cut bait place that,no matter what, involves an elevated public risk via the more
extensive disturbance and associated impacts, in either trying to mine what's there and or better
delineate the deep new zone that a single drill intercept holds out as tantalizing but not defintively promising
at a time when a brief bright light for zinc price wise has disappeared.
No matter the outcome of the deliberation by both agencies, for the sake of reducing Maine's liability under
international and other law , it is essential at a minimum to clarify that if they proceed without scientific
expert certification to the State of Maine that the tailings output is compatible with dry stack technology the
state will not consider an exemption and that a go ahead on any mine plan will be subject to approval of the
detailed design as "best practice" certified to the State by someone of recognized global competence in dry
stack technology selected by the State.
The Fair Mining Collaborative has recently offered this quick and dirty "impact calculator" which we have not
reviewed or analyzed. They use 4 to 1 impact area for all mine operations which is as good a first look rule of
1

thumb as any. You will note they also "discount" risk for use of dry stack technology . I have copied Glenn
Grande above who may be interested in working with LUPC and DEP on a first real world real decision
application of their tool.
https://www.fairminingcalculator.ca/

I also copy above Dr. Rachel Bouvier, Maine resident with a doctorate in resorce economics. Dr. Bouvier has
not been much involved in the redrafting of the mining statutes but would be a good person to work with in
applying the Fair Mining Collaborative calculator as well as in other aspects related to the public interest
assessment in zoning variations in Maine's unorganized territory.
.https://www.mining.com/top‐10‐mines‐riding‐zinc‐price‐wave/
Just to give you an idea of what an underground zinc operation looks like at the surface. The underground
zinc mines depicted and profiled here are all of course much larger than the Pickett Mtn project but in term of
land use you can see the pattern..it takes a large cleared area for all the above ground and the clearing of
access for movement of goods and materials. I will be featuring Roseberry in my State of World Mine Tailings
2020 report as a worst case on tailings management (not dry stack but as an example of how poorly
structured law and policy contribute to failure conditions)
This survey of north American mInes Using Dry stack is accurate and factual and illustrates that Dry Stack is not
a cure all and has had difficulties even at Green's Creek,the original dry stack mine.
https://www.savetheboundarywaters.org/sites/default/files/attachments/dry‐stacking_2_page_factsheet.pdf

Twin Metals Project Goes from Bad to Worse
5. Twin Metals referred to four mines using dry-stacking in the northern U.S. and Canada. All of those for
which environ-mental performance data are available have caused signiﬁcant water pollution.
www.savetheboundarywaters.org

Mike Davies, a primary architect of best practice standards in mining sent me this list of experts in Dry stack






Dirk van Zyl (currently UBC but about to fully retire from there)
Ben Wickland (Golder Associates)
Robert (Bob) Chambers (Klohn Crippen Berger)
Cameron Hore (SRK)
David Williams (University of Queensland)

Dirk Van Zyl is also an expert in stability analysis . Klohn Crippen & Berger do meticulous excellent work in all
things and are also standard setters.
A major key to whether tailings are compatible wih dry stack is the granulemetry which is also a key
determinant of suceptibility to static liquefaction and flow slide ( My engineering analysis of the Brumadinho
dam failure has a lay oriented description of stability analysis and granulemetry(
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org)
2

World Mine Tailings Failures—from 1915 – supporting global research in
tailings failure root cause, loss prevention and trend analysis
IN MEMORIAM BUFFALO CREEK FEBRUARY 26 1972. One of the wolrd’s worst tailings disasters in history
occurred on this date 52 years ago. Coal tailings rushed out of three TSF’s through a poor Appalaichian
valley killing 124, injuring 1,000 and leaving 5,000 in 17 communities homeless.
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

Prospects for Attracting Solid Investor Interest In An Unproven Zinc Mine In a State With No Endowment &
Infrastructure Dim
https://investingnews.com/daily/resource‐investing/base‐metals‐investing/zinc‐investing/zinc‐outlook/

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Zinc Outlook 2020: Market Facing
Downside Risks After Flat Year | INN Investing News Network
It was another disappointing year for zinc bulls, with
prices ending 2019 at almost the same level as when the
year started. Following a rally in Q2, prices performed in
a downward trend for most ...
investingnews.com

"
“Moreover, prospects of rising global mined output have further supported the bearish sentiment among
market participants, despite low stockpiles at the LME warehouses, which have supported prices in recent
months,” analysts at FocusEconomics said in their latest report.
It was also a disappointing year for junior[zinc} miners, which found it challenging to get investors
interested in base metals.
“We do believe that the tide is turning and that the interest in commodities is growing,” Patrick Soares,
president and CEO of Foran Mining (TSXV:FOM), said. “Smart investors are making investments now and
(are) positioning themselves for the next few years.”
Brandon Macdonald, CEO and director at Fireweed Zinc (TSXV:FWZ), expected a modest improvement in
the space in 2019 given dwindling inventories.
“However, I was proven incorrect as sky-high spot treatment charges and a soft price for physical metal
meant reduced investor interest,” he said.

2019 Zinc Prices
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We are at the bottom of a multi year fall in zinc prices despite supply side shortfall and a very brief rise 2015‐
2017.

4

This fragile zinc market does not bode well for juniors anywhere in the world especially for cash strapped
junior miners trying to bring small unproven deposits into advanced exploration and further development. As
our much cited peer reviewed journal published research ( Bowker Chambers 2015 and Bowker Chamber
2017) has shown financial risk translates to public risk.
Hope this is helpful
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Eexcutive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Friday, March 20, 2020 1:06 PM
LUPC, WolfdenRezoning
Loyzim, Melanie; Hudson-Edwards, Karen; jkuipers@kuipersassoc.com; Ann Maest
Re: Wolfden Public comments:Please remove My March 14th. That was an accidental send and
Obvioulsy still in draft!!!

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Stacie,
The Aznacolar was one of several research pieces that I have been sharing with you & Melanie ( and
sometimes Legislative Committee chairs) to encourage a general reconsideration of your rules and the
statutes. This is unrelated to the specifics of the Wolfden activity. The point is that in considering land use
impacts the impacted area of a tailings flow slide or persistent leaks or unauthorized discharges may
be permanent and non remediable. At Aznacolar there is permanent persistence of arsenic and other toxins
from the tailings inundation for which no effective remediation has been found. Therefore LUPC and DEP
need very strong scientific data on the characteristics of the tailings a mining project will generate and
professional expert to help assess poteential impact area and to help asessin whether surrounding lands and
soils could recover from a an inunudation of this material. ( I believe Karen Hudson Edwards, face copied
above, who has studied the persistence of altered condition of lands and waters from tailings inundation
would be a very good resource on how to assess this pre‐development and how to incorportance standrds on
"persistence of harm" in regs and statutes.
I don't even have a copy of the other Mach 14 which I hadn't finished and did not mean to send..not in
deleted, not in drafts, not in sent so it is a mystery how you came to have it. I was planning to send the two
Commissioners some longstanding guidance on managing groundwater protections in underground
mining. The advice of NRCM, that no protection is possible, that became our law has no basis in science and
is a dangerous affirmation undermining all other protections. Please remove that unfinished March 14 on
groundwater protections.
I again encourage you to enter a requirements contract with someone like Jim Kuipers or Ann Maest above to
help you red flag particular aspects of Wolfden submissions, technical aspects of public comment, to
answer staff questions and to identify & subcontract with other needed specialists ( over the many years of
deliberation of "mining In Maine" the Kuipers & Maest study, you may recall, was one of the most widely
cited research papers.It was specifically an evaluation of the effectiveness of environmental law in discerning
and preventing violations of law with high consequence .mining impacts.
Stacie, thank you for the long hours you are putting in and the great care you are taking to navigate all this. I
see you have been working late hours and weekends.
Lindsay
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From: LUPC, WolfdenRezoning <WolfdenRezoning.LUPC@maine.gov>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:53 AM
To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Subject: RE: Wolfden Public comments:Please remove My March 14th. That was an accidental send and Obvioulsy still in
draft!!!
Dear Ms. Bowker,
The LUPC received two emails from you dated March 14th with the subject lines Groundwater Protection is Attainable in
Under Ground Mining IN VWS & Other Deposoits and RE: Aznacollar Pyrite Failure: Persistence of Arsenic in Tailings
Contaminated Soils. If you can let me know which e‐mail you would like removed, I can extract it from the public
comments posted on the LUPC webpage. It will still be in the administrative record, because we can not delete any e‐
mails that we receive.
Also, if you would like to have a final version in the record, that is up to you. I can include it in the next group of public
comments that we post.
Sincerely,
Stacie Beyer
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 7:30 PM
To: Beyer, Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>
Subject: Wolfden Public comments:Please remove My March 14th. That was an accidental send and Obvioulsy still in
draft!!!
EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I apologize...I am the typo queen and never learned to type..always had exec secretary and large team of
clericals.
My first drafts are almost like dictation notes..takes forever to get a respectably clean version. I apologize for
accidentally airing my dirty laundry!!
If you think the point made should be on the record, I'll clean it up and resend.
Again,
My apologies.
By the way I don't agree with Lew that paste backfill of underground workings is not allowed. "Tailings
impoundment" is not paste backfill. There were issues as I recall at Bathurst with paste backfill..the cement
they mixed didn't encapsulate or stand up to the Acid Generation. I would put that on the technical review list
after your attorney reviews and agrees s that the present language does not preclude paste backfill. I believe
the Bathurst Camp issue is public record and the consultant on that would be a good one to talk to about a
spec for paste back fill in Maine's VMS deposits.My recollection is they came up with an effective redo at
Bathurst.

Lindsay
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Monday, March 30, 2020 7:29 AM
Loyzim, Melanie; Beyer, Stacie R; Marvinney, Robert G.; Tartakoff, Daniel
Eric A. Tuttle; rachel@rbouvierconsulting.com; Bill Williams
Marinduque: A Lesson In Mining With Poor Mineral Endowment Is A Path To Disaster Not Prosperity

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Whether or not mining makes sense at all depends first and foremost on the mineral endowment viz world
markets and the costs and capacity of government to deliver the mining specific technical capacity and
competence to oversee implementation and prevent adverse effects.
In the Marinduque case I am documenting now the provincial government of Marinduque sounds like John
Martin and others on Maine's boards ignorantly believing that mining creates an instant economy.
Our statute does have a thread to hang onto in its language on economic viability. More has to be
understood and developed as standards and guidance and regulatory process around that. It is unwise to rely
on the miner's version of project viability. Every part of what an applicant represents needs outside truly
independent expertise. It is unfair to an applicant not to review a permit application with a competence at
least equal to the applicants.
I urge you once again out of fairness to the applicant and fidelity to the duties of your statutory mandates not
to try and evaluate any mining related application on your own. You may not mean it as arrogant to just forge
ahead but it is an arrogance nonetheless and it puts Maine at risk of non remediable generational loss and
possible lawsuits under international treaties.
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 6:31 AM
To: Dr. David Chambers,Center for Science in Public Participation <dchambers@csp2.org>; Peter Diehl <uranium@t‐
online.de>; Antonia Mihaylova <antonia@globaltailingsreview.org>; Lindsay Newland Bowker
<lindsaynewlandbowker@gmail.com>; Ligia Noronha <ligia.noronha@un.org>; John Howchin
<John.Howchin@councilonethics.org>; Adam Matthews <adam.matthews@churchofengland.org>
Cc: Bill Williams <billwms17@gmail.com>; Karen Hudson Edwards <k.hudson‐edwards@bbk.ac.uk>;
ugo@miningwatch.ca <ugo@miningwatch.ca>; Richard Harkinson <r.harkinson@btinternet.com>; Mary
Costello,Coordinator, Western Mining Action Network <wmancoordinator@outlook.com>; Upmanu Lall, Columbia
Water Center <ula2@columbia.edu>; Adams, Amanda <amanda.adams@stantec.com>; Brynnie Goodwill
<brynniegoodwill@gmail.com>; dh@daiecon.net <dh@daiecon.net>; gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au
<gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au>; Cristiana Losekann <cristianalosekann@gmail.com>; Carlos Risopatron ‐ International
Copper Study Group <risopatron@icsg.org>; Catherine Coumans <catherine@miningwatch.ca>
1

Subject: Re: Marcopper A Best Case Study On Where the Global Tailings Review is Hung on "Existing Facilities" Even
those causing actual ongoing harm.

World bank 1986 report stated "However copper prices in real terms of over US$0.80 per lb are
required from Marcopper's San Antonio ore body to warrant serious consideration for development.
In $2015 US, the basis of our Minneral econmics daabase that is $1.72
Here is Marcopper's hurdle price as a % of actual from 1984 to 2000. One assumes that the world bank hurdle
pirce of $1.72 ($2015) took account of differences in currency value, cost of labor etc..Life of phase 2 it was
half what it needed to be. Surely the government was aware of World Bank findings and yet they licensed
phase 2 anyway.

Here is what was included on Marcopper in the 1991 Advisory reprt and the eceonmic outcome of what was
promised. Doens't anone there do the math?
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Lindsay

From: Lindsay Newland Bowker
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 5:03 AM
To: Dr. David Chambers,Center for Science in Public Participation <dchambers@csp2.org>; Peter Diehl <uranium@t‐
online.de>; Antonia Mihaylova <antonia@globaltailingsreview.org>; Lindsay Newland Bowker
<lindsaynewlandbowker@gmail.com>; Ligia Noronha <ligia.noronha@un.org>; John Howchin
<John.Howchin@councilonethics.org>; Adam Matthews <adam.matthews@churchofengland.org>
Cc: Bill Williams <billwms17@gmail.com>; Karen Hudson Edwards <k.hudson‐edwards@bbk.ac.uk>;
ugo@miningwatch.ca <ugo@miningwatch.ca>; Richard Harkinson <r.harkinson@btinternet.com>; Mary
Costello,Coordinator, Western Mining Action Network <wmancoordinator@outlook.com>; Upmanu Lall, Columbia
Water Center <ula2@columbia.edu>; Adams, Amanda <amanda.adams@stantec.com>; Brynnie Goodwill
<brynniegoodwill@gmail.com>; dh@daiecon.net <dh@daiecon.net>; gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au
<gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au>; Cristiana Losekann <cristianalosekann@gmail.com>; Carlos Risopatron ‐ International
Copper Study Group <risopatron@icsg.org>; Catherine Coumans <catherine@miningwatch.ca>
Subject: Marcopper A Best Case Study On Where the Global Tailings Review is Hung on "Existing Facilities" Even those
causing actual ongoing harm.
3

Marcopper is another example, it turns out, of Bowker Chambers 2015 and Bowker Chambers
2017..essentially
poor mine economics = major unaddressed community of origin impacts
we should ammend that equation
poor mining economics+un discerning investors+ poor government laws and technical capacity=major
unaddressed ever escalating community impacts not fundable out of current mining revenue and liquidity.
Though we didn't know it when chose it for our March In Memoriam, Marcopper is the best case study we
have ever come across for this equation.
It also is the best case study available to illustrate where the Global Tailings Review is hung with respect to
existing facilities, even those posing or causing extreme harm whether in use or not. ( The GTR report is
conveniently postponed to June 2020 ostensibly due to COVID‐19 impacts but I am not expecting a miraculous
and workable solution for existing facilities. It needs some parts we don't currently have)
Marcopper was essentially bankrupt long before the proposal for phase 2 was advanced.and in which the
March 24 1996 In‐Pit Tailings failure occurred. It was getting by on postponement of taxes owed the
government, the subsidy of a depressed peso viz major world currencies and authorization for dumping 200
million tonnes of tailings into Calancan Bay. According to the World Bank.,although the Philippine hey day in
mining was over by eraly 80's there had been plenty of flow into the Philippine coffers from other viable
mainland mining projects. Government had certainly taken in enough to pay the $27 million( in then dollars)
to clean up Carancan Bay where the 200 million tonnes of Marcopper tailings were dumped under license
from the government. Marcopper should have just responsibly closed Phase 1 and cleaned up its phase 1
mess at the expense of government if necessary. Then the 93%‐100% of islanders in the mining affected area
who are without access to potable water or healthy fishing grounds or healthy arable lands would be at least
as well off as they were pre‐mining..
On the day of the failure Marcopper had a deficit of p642 million ($us 32 million in then $) halfway through
the 10 year phase 2 project and 30 years into the project overall..( one might ask where all the loan money
went where all revenue went over all those years. all to debt service???? Slide 3 in our in memoriam tribute
to, and solidarity with, the people of Marinduque, reports new loans from US interests of $US60 million then
dollars (p1.2 billion) for the phase 2 project and touts all kinds of unattainable, never materialized benefits. They
had been in production 5 of the 10 authorized years. Were they operating at a loss? What was keeping them
going? Were investor payments draining off funds they needed for operating?
The careless preparation of the Tapian pit for Phase 2 tailings, the messy chaotic re‐deposition of the phase 1
tailings which had been stored on top of the the San Antonio pit ( before authorization to dump in the bay)
and the continual attempts to prop up the already failed mining operation, to keep it in production left the
growing unfunded devastating snarl of community of origin impacts unaddressed and unfundable by the
miner out of project operations. Government could have and should have bit the bullet and funded phase 2
Marcopper impacts. Responsible government would not have issued a permit for Phase 2 in the first place, or
Phase1, for that matter.
4

When they passed the mining act in 1995 they were fully aware of the conditions Marcopper had inflicted on
Marinduquenos but the act wasn't about that, it was about allowing 100% private ownership and trying to re
establish the kind the of revenue they had once enjoyed from mining.
From the start Marcopper was a bottom of the barrel project according to a 1986 World Bank assessment
Similar versions of this story populate our "serious" and very Serious" failures in our WMTF database. The
permitting entities in the US are not so different in motivations and actions from the Philippines..they are
focused on a low cost automatic flow into into their coffers with as little actual government work and cost as
possible. It is too easy to distance the Philippine mining fiascoes as banana republic politics under a corrupt
dictator whose wife liked exotic shoes and nice things,
It has to be understood in its fundamentals as endemic, systemic,universal,continuing.

This is the heart of the Global Tailings Initiative snag over existing facilities, even those posing a threat
of imminent harm from already formed failure conditions. They have coincidentally postponed the final
report to June 2020 citing Covd‐19 constraints but the real constraint is exactly what has happened on
Marinduque. When so much accumulates unfunded untended the costs of fix comes to greatly exceed current
revenue or liquidity for even very very large mining companies.
Securing better tailings facilities than those that should never have been permitted in the first place only
keeps the mine in production or allows a new phase of production but it doesn't deliver community of origin
security. The longer community of origin security is delayed, the larger and more complex solutions and their
costs are. This occurs through permitting and oversight errors piled on top of more permitting and oversight
errors..

This will take the biggest best thought out private public partnership in history to solve...but it is solveable and
it will include the brave and determined people of Marinduque.
Our In Memoriam is still in construction so check back over the next few day . It will be up for the month. Dr.
Coumans has already prepared a special update on her work though MWC; WMTF has its own report in the
works; and we have jointly compiled a resource bibliography all of which for the month will be downloadable
at the"in Memoriam" (and thereafter by direct access to our Marinduque March 24, 1996 Failure file)

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Friday, April 03, 2020 7:10 PM
Hudson-Edwards, Karen; Roberto Lorenzo Rodríguez Pacheco; Steven Emerman
Aznalcóllar (Los Frailes) "In Memoriam"

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

As you may know, we are doing a monthly "In Memoriam" at WMTF on the anniversary of very significant
events which have had lasting effects. It consists of an annotated slide show with stats and facts, an
annotated bibliography of resources, and written recap of the failure and its causes and a post narrative
account with a focus on how much was cleaned up and how people with mining related illnesses and damages
were taken care of. If possible, although we haven't achieved it yet, we hope to have a native language version
of all available as well.
I chose Los Frailes, anniversary April 25, even though there were no deaths or injuries to illustrate the
persistence of impacts and the fragility of soils. There seems to be a good deal of science and many phases of
the attempt to heal the land.
It also illustrates the vulnerability of proximity of highly protected resources to mining, in this case the Doñana
National Park – a Natura 2000 and World Heritage Site. the largest bird sanctuary in Europe so it has important
lessons and message on landuse and zoning protections required for the viability of such special use/high
value uses.
Finally only two years ago there was a proposal to reopen the LosFrailles deposit to mining after all those
years, all that money, all that effort to restore what was damaged before.
I think Aznalcóllar has much of value to teach us all as we consider the "Global Tailings Review" and the
increasing frequency and severity of very serious tailings failures.
I would welcome your input/co‐curating of materials and images.
We will begin designing the slides, usually between 8 and 10 around April 17. I twill go up on the eve of the event( April 24)
We usually scroll the names of injured and affected persons underneath the slide show but for this one we can either scroll the
most egeregious generational losses or just omit it and use image captions and texts instead.
Many thanks for your engagement in whatever form with this "In Memoriam"
Lindsay
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director

World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Sunday, May 10, 2020 11:40 AM
Dr. David Chambers,Center for Science in Public Participation; Lindsay Newland Bowker;
dh@daiecon.net
Roberto Lorenzo Rodríguez Pacheco; Bill Williams; gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au;
andy.fourie@uwa.edu.au; Davies Michael VANM; charles.roche@mpi.org.au; Amanda Jasi
Adding OK Tedi 1984 Failure In Construction Because Of the Importance of the Narrative to Failure
Generally but Also to the Continued Use/Pressure for Use of Marine Depositions
OK TEDI January 1984 TSF Failure.pdf

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

TAGS: Government Role in Shaping Failure; How Marine Depositions Come About; Role of TSF Design In
Failure, "Fast Tracking" To Production
I have added the OK Tedi January 1984 TSF Failure to the WMTF failures database for the power and
importance of the narrative in general to TSF design considerations, especially in mountainous areas like the
Philippines, Brazil, Papua New Guinea, Chile, Peru where other factors (e.g. weather and geologic instability)
present design challenges and elevate potential risk in the event of failure . At OK Tedi and at Marcopper , to
name only two famous marine deposition catastrophe's resulting in possibly irreversible, non correctable
conditions , Government eager not to lose jobs or revenue readily agreed to marine deposition of tailings. In
both cases government has never taken responsibility for the consequences of that on its people,its lands, its
water.
To our knowledge, all cases of marine disposal of tailings are by specific permit and authority of Government.
Not so long ago Chile was looking to justify marine deposition of tailings.
The $1984 700 million* OK Tedi project's $1984 70 million TSF was destroyed before completion by a major
landslide. Had the landslide not taken it out then , seems a reasonable assumption that it would have
become a catastrophic failure . The debt and capital was already fully committed as of loss of the TSF site.
(*1.74 bn in $2020)
My above preliminary notes feature an excellent "all facets" analysis by J.S. Griffiths et. al. to which Dave
Petley contributed.
These authors name "the fast track strategy" for mine development, something perhaps we should all name
more and focus on more in the legal frameworks for mining and the failure analysis. The "fast track
strategy" chases a narrow and perhaps short lived window of price support( e.g. the 30% of licensed mines
who became re entrants in the supercycle which as mapped in Bowker Chambers 2017 became drivers of the
dramatic supercycle driven escalation in the frequency and magnitude of catastrophic failures. The "fast track
strategy" is the mode of mine development at Pebble and at other marginal mines brought to develoment
from tge Junior Miner circuit.
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At OK TEDI ( a World Bank touted initiative)as at Marcopper the mine was permitted on the basis of an above
ground TSF but events not addressed in the process lead to Government approving marine disposal rather
than lose the jobs or potentially lose the mine altogether. The investors and lenders with the equivalent of
$1.734 bn on the line at OK Tedi preferred the marine disposal solution to loss. Obviously BHP preferred
marine disposal to a $1.734 bn write off.
The societal expectation of "no marine mining wastes" requires the co commitment and partnership of
government, investors, lenders and miner's. And it requires government investors and miners to agree,
without exception, that "fast tracking" is not an acceptable path to development where the loss in event of
failure would be unacceptably high and possibly non remediable.

I encourage all to read the J.S. Griffiths et. al.. a brilliant and profoundly relevant touchstone for our
present search for a responsible mineral supply.

Lindsay

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Thursday, May 14, 2020 9:13 AM
Dave Petley; MDAG; 'Gavin Mudd'; charles.roche@mpi.org.au
Lindsay Newland Bowker; Adams, Amanda; Hudson-Edwards, Karen
Fw: Adding OK Tedi 1984 Failure In Construction Because Of the Importance of the Narrative to
Failure Generally but Also to the Continued Use/Pressure for Use of Marine Depositions
Zorn-2017-Despite our best intentions_ Papua N.pdf

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Much about this report on OK Tedi jaw dropping including the author's perspective on the duty owed to the
community of origin as just deciding who gets what and how much and not fundamental issues of security for
lands and waters and communities.from the known potential adverse impacts of the project. I call this
the "blue bead" approach to the social license to operate which, when the parties are not equal in in
knowledge and influence, is just a form of exploitation.
Most stunning is Zorn's first hand account that there not only wasn't a tailings dam in construction but no
plans for a tailings dam existed and that BHP had done no studies necessary for proper siting and design of a
tailings facility. Shocking that Bechtel was the tailings consultant..I have always considered them "top
drawer". (We have the exact same situation in Maine right now with a penny stock mining company seeking a
permit to mine when it has not even proven an economically mineable resource ( a statutory requirement)
and done no studies to show the tailngs meet the technical requirements for dry stack or that suitable site
exists for a statutorily required dry stack only facility.)
Would still like to see more technical original documents if they exist on the consideration of tailings
management and the awareness of landslide risks.
There are elements of this that suggest as others of repute and note on this thread have suggested that there
was never any intent to actually send $70 million on a tailings facility .If that were true then the insurance
claim should also be reviewed.
The Griffiths et. al. clearly understated the characterization of "fast track approach" .This is far more grave
than merely that.
One other aspect of this, among so many, that is instructive and relevant currently is how meaningless good
law is if there is no technical capacity and structure to apply it. To require a TSF and then grant a permit
without competent siting and tailings characteristics considerations informing design is meaningless. The law
might as well not exist.
Lindsay
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
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compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <lnbowker@bowkerassociates.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:17 AM
To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Subject: Fw: Adding OK Tedi 1984 Failure In Construction Because Of the Importance of the Narrative to Failure
Generally but Also to the Continued Use/Pressure for Use of Marine Depositions

From: Charles Roche <Charles.Roche@murdoch.edu.au>
Sent: Monday, 11 May 2020 11:57 AM
To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <lnbowker@bowkerassociates.org>
Subject: Re: Adding OK Tedi 1984 Failure In Construction Because Of the Importance of the Narrative to Failure
Generally but Also to the Continued Use/Pressure for Use of Marine Depositions
Lindsay,
thought this might be of interest ‐ just in case you haven’t seen this article IA at Ok Tedi
cheers
Charles
2

Charles Roche
| Centre for Responsible Citizenship and Sustainability | Global Studies | Murdoch University
charles.roche@murdoch.edu.au | Aust: +61 [0]450 901 714 | skype: charlesrochempi | orcid.org/0000-0003-35374734 | http://charlesroche.co/

On 12 May 2020, at 12:17 am, Lindsay Newland Bowker <LNBowker@bowkerassociates.org> wrote:

Dave Petley has written to say that he agrees that Grffiths et al. is a work of import , but that
the D. Petley is not him but his father Derek ( Dere)
Gavin Mudd has written to advise he is doing work on marine, riverine and lacustrine
depositions currently authorized by the PNG and Indonesian governments and also believes he
may have more details on the tailings facility design submitted to and approved by the PNG
government for OK Tedi. Pollution of the river from tailings was a given at the outset even with
a workable TSF.
There is some indication that the TSF design was not a serious effort and took no account of site
conditions and did not even involve a site visit or review of any site specific data.
Glad of the actual technical reports/plans n OK Tedi if anyone has.
L
<Outlook‐1509018673.png>
From: tailingsgroup@googlegroups.com <tailingsgroup@googlegroups.com> on behalf of Lindsay
Newland Bowker <lnbowker@bowkerassociates.org>
Sent: Sunday, 10 May 2020 3:43 AM
To: tailingsgroup@googlegroups.com <tailingsgroup@googlegroups.com>; WMAN List
<wman@npogroups.org>
Subject: Fw: Adding OK Tedi 1984 Failure In Construction Because Of the Importance of the Narrative to
Failure Generally but Also to the Continued Use/Pressure for Use of Marine Depositions

TAGS: Government Role in Shaping Failure; How Marine Depositions Come About; Role of TSF
Design In Failure, "Fast Tracking" To Production
I have added the OK Tedi January 1984 TSF Failure to the WMTF failures database for the
power and importance of the narrative in general to TSF design considerations, especially
in mountainous areas like the Philippines, Brazil, Papua New Guinea, Chile, Peru where other
factors (e.g. weather and geologic instability) present design challenges and elevate potential
risk in the event of failure . At OK Tedi and at Marcopper , to name only two famous marine
deposition catastrophe's resulting in possibly irreversible, non correctable conditions ,
Government eager not to lose jobs or revenue readily agreed to marine deposition of
3

tailings. In both cases government has never taken responsibility for the consequences of that
on its people,its lands, its water.

To our knowledge, all cases of marine disposal of tailings are by specific permit and authority of
Government. Not so long ago Chile was looking to justify marine deposition of tailings.

The $1984 700 million* OK Tedi project's $1984 70 million TSF was destroyed before
completion by a major landslide. Had the landslide not taken it out then , seems a
reasonable assumption that it would have become a catastrophic failure . The debt and
capital was already fully committed as of loss of the TSF site. (*1.74 bn in $2020)

My above preliminary notes feature an excellent "all facets" analysis by J.S. Griffiths et. al. to
which Dave Petley contributed.
These authors name "the fast track strategy" for mine development, something perhaps we
should all name more and focus on more in the legal frameworks for mining and the failure
analysis. The "fast track strategy" chases a narrow and perhaps short lived window of price
support( e.g. the 30% of licensed mines who became re entrants in the supercycle which as
mapped in Bowker Chambers 2017 became drivers of the dramatic supercycle driven escalation
in the frequency and magnitude of catastrophic failures. The "fast track strategy" is the mode
of mine development at Pebble and at other marginal mines brought to develoment from tge
Junior Miner circuit.
At OK TEDI ( a World Bank touted initiative)as at Marcopper the mine was permitted on the
basis of an above ground TSF but events not addressed in the process lead to Government
approving marine disposal rather than lose the jobs or potentially lose the mine altogether.
The investors and lenders with the equivalent of $1.734 bn on the line at OK Tedi preferred the
marine disposal solution to loss. Obviously BHP preferred marine disposal to a $1.734 bn write
off.
The societal expectation of "no marine mining wastes" requires the co commitment and
partnership of government, investors, lenders and miner's. And it requires government
investors and miners to agree, without exception, that "fast tracking" is not an acceptable
path to development where the loss in event of failure would be unacceptably high and
possibly non remediable.

I encourage all to read the J.S. Griffiths et. al.. a brilliant and profoundly relevant touchstone
for our present search for a responsible mineral supply.

Lindsay

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
4

World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "TailingsGroup" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email
to tailingsgroup+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web
visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/tailingsgroup/CH2PR17MB352745FF29BEB15D2DCA49F9ABA0
0%40CH2PR17MB3527.namprd17.prod.outlook.com.
-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "TailingsGroup" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email
to tailingsgroup+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web
visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/tailingsgroup/CH2PR17MB3527AB781E3848C55EA4C127ABA1
0%40CH2PR17MB3527.namprd17.prod.outlook.com.
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Beyer, Stacie R
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dee Butler <debutler33@gmail.com>
Monday, May 18, 2020 9:56 AM
LUPC, WolfdenRezoning
Southern Aroostook County

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To Whom It May Concern,
I do not know enough about the proposed mining that could be taking place relatively in my back yard.
What are you looking for, what advantages does this have to the locals besides your miners living there and buying
groceries?
What is this going to do for the environment?
Why is this being done, what is in that mountain that this company from Canada need?
Who benefits while our local natural resources are destroyed?
What products will you be using in your mining efforts that will also deteriorate the land and water supply?
The local people do not know enough about this.
Diana Butler
2029 County Road
New Limerick, Maine
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